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Abstract

We study "à la Morse coding" of non-tiling compact billiard defined on the pseudoshpere. As

for most bounded systems, the coding is non exact. However, two sets of approximate grammar

rules can be obtained, one specifying forbidden codes, and the other allowed ones. In-between

some sequences remain in the "unknown" zone, but their relative amount can be reduced to

zero if one lets the length of the approximate grammar rules goes to infinity. The relationship

between these approximate grammar rules and the "pruning front" introduced by Cvitanovic et

al. is discussed.
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Introduction

The billiards tessellating the pseudosphere studied in refs. [1, 2] (referenced as I and II in the

following) represent only a negligible proportion of the polygonal billiards denned on a constant

negative curvature surface. We have seen there, from a pedestrian approach based on the study

of the bounce mapping, that it is possible in that case to derive exact symbolic dynamics.

This property is however making these billiards rather non representative of the hyperbolic

billiards, and presumably of hyperbolic Hamiltonian systems in general.1 In contrast to open

systems, for which examples of exact coding are not exceptional [3, 4], it is rather uncommon

for bounded systems to find an exact coding. In fact the only such example we know of, other

than the billiards studied in I and II, and other than systems denned on the pseudoshpere [5, 6]

is the anisotropic Kepler problem (AKP) [7], or mappings constructed more or less for this

purpose. Actually, the coding of AKP suffers from a lack of proof of uniqueness, i.e. at most one

trajectory associated with a given code, while for billiards, the difficulty stands from existence

(at least one trajectory associated with a given code). The lack of proof of uniqueness for AKP

may be only a technical problem, whereas the lack of existence for bounded billiards seems

now to be well established. Another example of exact coding, which is not strictly speaking

a bounded system, consists in colinear electronic motion in a two-electron atom [8]. In both

cases - AKP, two-electron atoms - an important role seems to be played by the existence of

trajectories corresponding to a collision with the nucleus, which is specific of anisotropic Kepler

potential. On the contrary, a large variety of examples show that even for system for which a

"good" coding can be found [9, 10, 11], it is usually not possible to specify the codes actually

associated with a trajectory by a finite number of grammar rules. This does not mean however

that nothing more can be learnt concerning the "à la Morse" coding for such systems. In fact,

the difficulties arising there were already addressed by Cvitanovic et al., using the example of

a Hénon-type mapping [12]. These authors have put forward a very interesting conjecture (the

"pruning front conjecture"), stating that the codes which are not associated to any trajectory

can be described by a "pruning front", defined in a plane of symbols.2 This conjecture is now

i

1At the present time, the two notions aie almost equivalent since, except foi the free motion on negative

• curvature manifold, the only Hamiltonian systems proved to be hyperbolic aie billiards.
J 2The plane of symbols is merely a plane in which, up to a simple transformation, the abscissae are the codes

I to the past of the trajectory and the ordinates their codes to the future. (More details are given in section 4.)



supported by various numerical studies, for the Hénon-type mapping they studied [12, 13] as

well as for its generalization to hyperbolic billiards [10]. "A la Morse" coding seems essentially

as efficient for systems for which the conjecture can be used as for those such that the coding is

exact, and it should apply to a much wider class of systems.

The aim of this paper is to address this more generic situation by looking at compact (there

is no loss of generality here, the adaptation for non compact billiard being straightforward)

polygonal billiards on a constant negative curvature surface which are not tiling the Poincaré

disk, and therefore are not fundamental domains of a discrete group of isometry. As we shall see,

it represents a good compromise between genericity and simplicity. Concerning the formor, the

coding is non exact : some codes has to be pruned from the tree of all possible coding sequences,

procedure which can be visualized, in the spirit of the work of Cvitanovic et al. [12], by working

in a plane of symbols, in which a pruning front can be drawn. Concerning the latter, we shall

keep the simplicity due to the fact that we are working with polygons. A good number of results

can be derived with admissible rigor. Among them is the construction of approximated grammar

rules, which, except may be for a few billiards, can be made converging to an arbitrary good

description of codes actually associated to a trajectory provided that longer and longer grammar

rules are accepted. Translated in the symbol plane, these approximate grammar rules define a

coarse grained version of the pruning front, which is more and more closely approximated as

the grammar is made to converge. This may give some insight on the way the "pruning front

' conjecture" behaves on a more general footing.

Most of the derivations concerning the approximate grammar rules can however be done

using the original Morse alphabet (i.e. the labels of the sides of the billiard) and working in

the Poincaré section. We shall therefore proceed in the three first sections without making any

reference to the symbol plane. Section 1 summarises briefl he main results derived in I which

~ - are needed here. In section 2 we introduce the notion of canonical sequences that can be chained

each other with the assurance that an associated trajectory does exist. In section 3 we illustrate

'; the preceding considerations on a simple application. Section 4 is then essentially devoted to

the introduction of the symbol plane of the considered billiards, to the translation in this latter

representation of the approximate grammar rules, and to a description of an algorithm allowing

\ to obtain them automatically. In the last section, the question of convergence of the grammar
1I will be considered.



1 Preliminaries

Let us, to start with, restate the first set of grammar rules which were derived in II for any

compact polygonal billiard of the pseudosphere, without using any tilling property, and which

therefore apply here. We use in the following the same notations as in II. In particular, for a

N-sided billiard with inner angles ilk at Jfe'th vertex Vt, the integers i/* are denned as

(1.1)

(Int(() denotes the integer part of £). Then, recall that a vertex sequence at vertex k in some

code is a succession of Vk or Vk + 1 letters k or Jb + 1. The associated trajectories, if any, are

therefore bouncing Uk or Vk + 1 times on the two sides of the billiard adjacent to vertex V*. In

addition to the trivial grammar rule GO, which states that repeating twice the same letter is

forbidden, it was derived in II that :

Gl : all words containing a sequence of alternating Jb and (Jb + 1) of length strictly larger than

[?k + 1) are forbidden '

G'l : all words containing no vertex sequence are allowed.

Another important point is that, for non-tiling billiards, the uniqueness of the coding (any

doubly infinite word to the past is associated to no more than one trajectory), follows as usual

from the argument developed at the end of section 2 of II, i.e., roughly speaking, that two

geodesies having same infinite code to the past (to the future) have same intial angle ip\ (final

angle tpt). The analogous property for finite words to the past w is, using the same kind of

recursion as for proposition 1 of II, that Tl(w) is either empty, or a connected region. In fact,

it can be seen moreover that in the latter case it has either the shape A defined in II, if its

right and left boundaries extend from top to bottom of the Poincaré section, or one of the shape

schematized in Fig. 1 if its right and left boundaries intersect at one or both of their extremities

, t inside the Poincaré section. See appendix A for a derivation of this statement. r n the other

' hand simple counter examples, some of which will be given below, show that the grammar rules

GO and Gl given above do not suffice to ensure the existence of a trajectory associated to any

, doubly infinite word. Moreover, the gluing of regions which was made possible for tiling billiards

/ because the discontinuity of the bounce mapping was a fake one was a consequences of the tiling

I property, which evidently cannot hold any more in the present case.

• - • • : • * -
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The uniqueness of the coding, by its own, is already a valuable result. It gives a practical

way to "enumerate" the trajectories in a concrete manner, and to recognize some classes of tra-

jectories (closed ones, retracing ones, trajectories images one of each other through a symmetry,

etc..) thanks to their code. Moreover, in numerical computation of closed orbits it is already of

great interest to know places where, once a trajectory has already been found, it is not necessary

to look for others. One may ask however for more accurate results about the coding than simple

uniqueness. Even if one renounces to exact coding, it is possible to define what may be called

"approximate grammar rules". To be more precise let VV be the set of doubly infinite words
O

which, say, fulfil GO, and VV C W the subset of words actually associated to a trajectory. Then,

let some integer Af be considered as the maximal length of the grammar rule one wishes to deal

with. By this we mean that to decide that a doubly infinite word is authorised or not, one does

not want to look at more than Af consecutive letters of u/ at a time. One goal of this paper will

be to show that it is possible for each M to specify completely two subset W'M (included) and

Wl, (excluded) of VV, with WM n W ^ = 0, such that : .

- if w is in W'M, there exist an associated trajectory.

- if w is in W%j, there exist no associated trajectory.

- if tu is neither in Wjy, nor in W%f, there may or may not exist an associated trajectory.

Clearly, W'M and WJj are increasing sequences of W s subset as M increases, so that the larger
o

M, the better W is specified :

. . . C W'M C W'M+l C . . . C W C . . . C WM,+1 C W%r C . . . C W ,

(Wl1 is the complementary set of W ^ in W). In the last section we shall show that in fact if
i O

one lets M go to infinity the set VV can usually be specified as precisely as one wishes, but at

I the price of an infinitely increasing amount of effort.
, j

* 2 Dressed vertex sequences

The grammar rules Gl and G'l stated above are already approximate since Gl specifies a subset
i

I of W in which words are not associated to trajectories (those containing a succession of more than

vit + 1 letters k and k + 1) ; and G'l a subset of VV in which words are associated to trajectories



(those containing no vertex sequence,/or which existence is therefore proved). In between, words

in which vertex sequences occur but Gl is not transgressed remain in the "unknown zone". To

reduce this zone, we may try, by adding letters on the right or left side of the vertex sequences,

to create "dressed vertex sequences" for which it can be decided if they exclude from W all

words containing them, or if on the contrary they cure the problem due to the presence of the

vertex sequence.

"Excluding dressed sequences" are easy to characterize since it suffice that the regions associ-

ated to, say, the corresponding codes to the past (for a "sequence", no present time is specified)

are empty. On the other hand, for "including dressed sequences" it is asked that if all the ver-

tex sequences of a word w can be dressed into an including sequence then 1Z,{w) is non-empty,

whatever may be the position of the dressed sequences in w and whatever is going on elsewhere.

"Including dressed sequences" a, are thus not at all characterized by the fact that %(*,-•) is

non-empty. We shall see however that they can be characterized by investigating the shape of

\ regions associated to finite codes.

For this purpose, let us consider more closely how can look in general the boundaries of a

region H{wnp) associated to a finite mixed code of length n + p, wnp = *-(n-i) • • • *o • k\... kp

(n, p > 0). We shall use as illustration the particular case of a polygon with, say, four sides

(N=4), and such for instance that all (ffc)'s (k = 1,2,3,4) are equal to three. Moreover we shall

consider a particular wnp, chosen essentially such that it has no particular property, namely the

word of length thirteen

to67 = 312324 • 1434312 .

Underlined characters are just there to make the vertex sequence of We7 more visible. As

mentioned in II, the boundaries of a 72(wnp) are necessarily images by the bounce mapping

of pieces of curves Ck- Since (see section 2.2 of II) the (doubly inimité) code associated to a

point on a curve Ck contains a vertex sequence at vertex Ar, one is left with only two kinds of

boundaries for Tl(wnp)
3

(i) Images of pieces of curve Ck, associated to vertex sequences interior to wnp. For u>67

above, there are two inner vertex sequences, one being at vertex 3 (4343), the other at
3 Images of pieces of curve Ci, corresponding to vertex sequences exterior to wnp can be inside 7l(wnp), but are

not on its boundary.



vertex 2 (232). Using the fact (see again section 2.2 of II) that for the (doubly infinite)

code of a point of Cj? (resp. C£n), the vertex sequence is on the left (resp. on the right)

of the present time, one can be even more specific. For instance for the vertex sequence

at vertex 3, if a piece of the boundary of V-(WST) comes from Cz, it has to be at the

intersection of T " 1 ^ " ) and T~5{Clx).

(ii) Images of pieces of curves Ck, associated to vertex sequences on one border of wnp (i.e.

such that one has to add a few letters on the future or past of wnp to complete the vertex

sequence). Going on with W67 this would correspond to points whose codes have one of

the four following form (letters in parenthesis are optional) :

w = * _ « , . . . ti;67l(2) ...kœ (6 T-5Cf)

w" = Jb^00... (4)34u,67 . . .*£ , ( G T + 5 C f )

1 ti/" = VI00... (2)32«;67 ...kZ (€ T + 5 C f ) -

For words containing no vertex sequence, for which existence is proved, only the second kinds

of boundaries are present. One may wonder, and we shall see that is indeed the case, whether

the problems due to the vertex sequences occurring inside wnp are cured if, in the same way,

TZ(wnp) has no boundaries of type (i).

Therefore, let us introduce the following definition

Definition. A region R(wnp), associated to a Suite mixed (or to the past, or to the future)

code wnp will be qualified as "of shape B" if TZ(wnp) is non-empty and its boundaries are only

of the type (U). (To avoid any ambiguity, we precise that this eliminates systematically regions

associated to words wnv which start or end with a vertex sequence.)

I If H(wnp) is of shape B, this is obviously also the case for TlU(wnp), if -p < I < (n - I). A

> sequence4

\ •
J S — fc-(n-l) . . .fco*l --.fcp

/s said to be canonical if one (and thus all) word w obtained by specifying the place of the

L . present time inside a, or just on its right or left side, is such that H(w) is of shape B. t
4We recall that what is called a sequence is basically the same object as a finite word, with the only difference '

that there is no specification of the present time. I

8



Note that all sequences containing no vertex sequence are canonical, and that if a sequence

a is canonical, the time reversed sequence

obtained by writing the letters of s in reversed order is also canonical.

The following proposition allows to specify entirely Wj^ just by investigating what are the

boundaries of the regions associated to mixed codes of length M.

Proposit ion. Let w be any finite or infinite word. A sufficient condition for H(w) to be a

non-empty region is that all its vertex sequences can be "dressed" into a canonical sequence, i.e.

,•- that each of its vertex sequences is a part of a canonical sequence.
I . °
: In particular, ifw is a doubly infinite word, it belongs to W-

The proof of proposition 2 relies on the following intermediate result :

Let \

a = fc_(n_i)... * o ,

a' = *'_(,_„...*&...*; (0</<n)

be two canonical sequences such that the / last letters of a are the same as the I first

letters of J ' (i.e. : km = k'm for - ( / - 1) < m < 0). The new sequence a" constructed

by "concatenation" of a and a'

is also canonical, provided that no vertex sequence is created by the procedure of

concatenation (i.e. that all the vertex sequences contained in a" belong either to a

or to a').

'' I Note that the particular case / = 0 just consists in making a and a' juxtaposed. If

moreover a or a' is a sequence of length one, which is always canonical, this means

that adding a letter on the left or right side of a canonical sequence maintains its

> - canonical character unless it completes a vertex sequence.

\



To prove this, let us specify the place of the present time and consider

and

w" = *_(„_!) . . .ko• k[...k'p = *_(„_!)...*_/*'_(,_,)...k'o• ...k'n, .

One needs to show first that TZ(w) intersects H(w')t and then that H(w") contains no boundary

of type (i).

The first point can be readily solved by considering w — fc_(/_j)... ko» . Since TZ(v>) contains

both 7l(w) and 7l(w'), it may have boundaries of type (i), but in any case it does possess the

four boundaries of type(ii), i.e. pieces of the images of Ct0 and Ck0-U and of C*_(4_o and

C*_(/_,)-i- As schematized in Fig. 2, Tl(w) is a strip joining the first two of them, which are

on the top and bottom of 1R[U)), and H(w') a strip joining the two remaining ones which (see

appendix A) are on the left and right side of H(w). Therefore the two strips ha+e to intersect

and 1l(w") = R(w) D Tl(w') is non-empty.

Let us then assume that H(w") admits a boundary of type (i), that is corresponding to a

vertex sequence au- interior to w". Since a boundary of 7l(w") is either boundary of 7£(u») or

boundary of H{w'), and these latter are of shape B, sv cannot be interior neither to w nor to

ui'. It has therefore been created by the concatenation procedure, which proves the intermediate

result.

The demonstration of proposition 2 is now straightforward, since we have established that

canonical sequences can be "chained" to form new longer canonical sequences which, in partic-

ular, ensures that the related words are associated with non-empty regions. Considering a word

w satisfying the conditions of proposition 2, the proof is indeed essentially completed by the

I th/ee following remarks :

, I - if, in w, dressed vertex sequences are chained from nearest neighbour to nearest neighbour,

. ' then the condition that no vertex sequence is created at their junction is trivially fulfilled.

- If, in w, two canonical dressed sequences 5 and s' though nearest neighbours are not in contact,

i one can insert letters of w at right of s and at left of s' till they overlap.
* -

- If, in w, no vertex sequence occurs after some range n, the same procedure ensures that 7Z(w)

is non-empty.

10
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3 Simple example of application

To construct the sets VVJv/ and W^t at a given order M, one has in principle to investigate,

for all possible sequences of length M, whether they are "excluding" sequences, "including"

(i.e. : canonical) ones, or none of the two ("unknown" sequences). However, when increasing

the length of the grammar rules from one unit, the classification of the sequences is most of

the time straightforward. For instance, it is clear that the daughter sequences «JV/+I = SM^

and s'/\,f+i ~ ^'3M obtained by addition of a letter on the right or left side of a sequence &M

of length M are excluding sequences if SM is so, whatever may be k and k'. In the same way,

we have seen that s\[+i and s'M+i are canonical if SM is so, unless k or k' completes a vertex

sequence. Thus the essential part of the job will consist in decomposing the unknown sequences,

and to investigate to which class (i.e. : excluding, including, or unknown) belong the constructed

daughter sequences.

Let us look at a concrete example, on the square billiard with vertex angles fifc — T / 3 . 6 (k -

1,2,3,4). The first step, in the refinement of the grammar, thus consists in decomposing the

vertex sequences. In Fig. 3 the region 72(343«), associated to the vertex sequence s = 343, has

been divided into eight sub-regions 72j [i = 1 , . . . ,8) :

72t = 72(32343«) ~ S1

U2 = #(42343») ~ S2

723 = 72(12343«) <-> a3

H4 = 72(21343«) «-» a4

IZ5 = ft(31343») *-» ss

Tl6 = 72(41343«) •-» s6

U7 = 71(14343«) «-> S7

Ha = 72(24343«) <-• S8

associated with the finite words obtained from 343« by adding twice on the left side each of the

three possible letters allowed by the grammar rule GO (72g = 72(34343«) = 0 because of Gl).

We have denoted by a,- the corresponding sequences. Clearly, none of the «,- is canonical since

they end with a vertex sequence. However, in Fig. 3 the "nearly vertical" boundaries of the 72;

has been constructed as, from left to right :

- pieces of T2(Cf), T3(Cfx), and T3(Cfx), for the thick lines ;

11



- pieces of T'(C|X), T4(C|X), T\C?), T4{C?), and T4{C$X), for the thin ones.

Moreover, the parts of C4, Ci, and C2, intersecting the Hi are entry curves. Since here, from

the definition of a region of shape B, a sequence s,k obtained by addition of one letter on the

right of a 3, is canonical if the corresponding region Ti(»i • k) does not touch Cz, one sees that :

- a i l , si2, s2l, s22, s3l, s32, s42, s52, and «62 are canonical sequences.

- S5A, J64, and sa3, are excluding sequences (s7A and ssi also, but this is already implied

by Gl).

The vertex sequence s has been decomposed in 24 (-2) daughter sequences among which less

than one half remains in the "unknown" category. Using the different symmetries of the square

billiard : time reversal, T / 4 rotation (which amounts to replace each letter Jk by Jb + 1), and

symmetry along the main diagonal (which amount to interchange sides 1 and 2, and sides 3 and

4), one easily checks that in fact all possible sequences of length six have been investigated.

We have thus, without much effort, significantly refined the grammar of the square billiard.

To define one possible quantitative measure of this refinement, one may take advantage of the

Cantor-like structure of the sets W'M and W^. These latter are zero-measure subsets of VV

(as therefore is VV), but their relative Hausdorff dimension d(Wx
M) and d(W%f) can be easily

calculated. For exclusion rules for instance, let us not Xe
M (< N - 1) the rate of increase of the

number of finite codes containing no exclusion rule of length smaller than M, i.e.

.. # of wnp+i with no exclusion rule > Af
M n or p-.t» # of wnp with no exclusion rule > M

_ # of «;n+ip with no exclusion rule > M
n or p-.oo # of wnp with no exclusion rule > M

The relative dimension d(W^t) is defined as

St

(here (N - 1) = 3). The rate of increase A'A/ (resp. J(WJv/) associated to inclusion rules, defined

j similarly, and A^ (resp. d(W^)) are respectively lower and upper bounds of the analogue
] O O O

•* quantity A (resp. d(W)) defined for W. Moreover

0 < . . . < d(WM) < d{WM+l) < . . . < d{W) < .. • < d(W^,+ 1) < d(Wjj,,) < . . . < d(W) =

V
\ d{yV\t) - HyV\i) may thus serve as T\ good measure of how well W is specified. The progress

made in the simple case treated above is summarized in Table 1.

12



4 The symbol plane - automatic search for the grammar rules

When dealing with non exact coding, a great amount of insight into the structure of grammar

rules has been obtained by Cvitanoviè et al. [12] by introducing the notion of "pruning front",

defined in a plane of symbol (p, / ) . The "past" p and "future" / are two real numbers whose

decimal developments (here in basis J V - I ) are codes of a trajectory in the Poincaré surface of

section in a way similar to the past and future parts of a doubly infinite word w = Jb-O0 ...ko»

Jb1... Jb00. They are moreover required to be "topologically well ordered", [10] which here means

that wherever it is defined, <pi(p, / ) (resp. <Pf(p, / ) ) is an increasing function of p (resp. / ) .

In the same way as in section 6 of I it can be seen that this requirement is fulfilled here

if p and / are defined from tu = Jb-»,... Jb0 • Jbi... Ie00 by fixing the integer part of p and /

respectively to Jk0 — 1 and 0, and by writing their decimal part in base JV — 1 ( remind that JV

is the number of letters of the original alphabet) as

P - (k0 - 1) = -P1P2P3 • • • ,

/ = ./1/2/3...

with

8 J b - I if n even
Pn =

Zn =

(N-Ok)-I if n odd

(JV — Sk) — 1 if n even

(Sk = (*_„ - Jb_(n_i}) [modulo JV - I])

(Sk = (*„ - Jb(n_D) [modulo JV - I ] ) .
J J b - I if n odd

In the symbol plane, the bounce mapping is no more a shift, as it was for the words w, but takes

on the relatively simple form

(pj)-—(p\n

/ ' = 1 - (JV - I ) / [modulo 1]

"ATT! * (4-1) • M

with Int(p') = Int(p) + Int((JV - 1)/) [modulo (JV - I ) ] .

v To avoid introducing new notations, and since there is no risk of ambiguity, we shall keep the

t notation T for the bounce mapping in the symbol plane ( T(p, f) = (p*, / ' ) ), and call a trajectory

) in the symbol plane the set of iterates to the future and to the past of some point (p, / ) .

13



Noting S the mapping which, to any point (y>;, Af) (or (<p\, <fit)), associates its symbol (p, / ) ,

the "pruning front" is the image by S of the boundaries of the exit regions 72(Jb0*) (Jb0 =

1 , . . . , N), i.e. the building blocks of the coding. These boundaries are the parts Cjj?0 and Cf* of

the curves Ck0- Since <5 maps the authorized part of the Poincaré section onto a fractal subset

of the symbol plane, the pruning front also has a fractal structure.

The very appealing nature of the concept of pruning front appears immediately when looking

at Fig. 4 on which it is represented for the square billiard with angles x/3.6 studied in the previous

section. It separates an "outside" disallowed region from an "inside" one such that symbols (p, / )

which have all their images by T" (n = — oo. . . + oo) remains in it are most probably associated

to an actual trajectory in the Poincaré surface of section. This is particularly interesting when

investigating closed trajectories, since it suffice to look to the position relative to the pruning

front of the (finitely many for a given period) periodic points of the Baker-like transformation

Eq. (4.1) to decide which ones have a good chance to correspond to a true closed orbit, and

which ones clearly do not. i

As we understand it however, the main drawback of the pruning front comes from its fractal

nature, which prevents to define unambiguously an internal and an external part. For instance,

if a symbol (p, / ) has an iterate by Eq. (4.1) "rather" inside the pruning front, but "near" one

of its holes, it may turn necessary to map this latter once more to get a clear-cut decision.

For a closed trajectory whose code contains a vertex sequence, it can be seen that since it

recurrently goes through the vertex sequence as T is applied, it will always remains close to a

hole, even of the images of the pruning front. It may then turn difficult to make sure that it is

indeed associated to an actual trajectory. In full rigour, such considerations should also apply

for symbols whose iterates remain well inside the pruning front, although this may be of less

importance from a practical point of view.

i In a sense, for the pruning front to allow an unambiguous separation between allowed and

forbidden trajectories requires to know it perfectly well. This, precisely, is equivalent to know

j the future and past of the curves Ck for infinite time. The procedure we suggest here consists

in constructing instead what we may call a "fat" pruning front, such as the one displayed in

Fig. 4 using the grammar rule of length 6 derived in the previous section . Given the list of the
t

j canonical, forbidden, and unknown sequences for a given length of the grammar, it is constructed

1 by the following successive steps (using, as in Fig. 4, the convention that what is forbidden is

1
14
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shaded, what is unknown is in dark an what is authorized in white) :

- O'th step (once for all) : turn to dark the rectangles corresponding to a vertex sequence

surrounding the present time.

Then, at each increase of the length of the grammar :

- lrst step : shade the rectangles corresponding to a forbidden sequence.

- 2nd step : turn to white the dark parts of the rectangles corresponding to a canonical sequence,

but only if the vertex sequence surrounding the present time does not touch the extremities of

the sequence.

With this procedure, symbols whose iterates always remain in the white zone are such that any

vertex sequence is dressed by a canonical sequence. Thus, following proposition 2, each of them

is actually associated to a trajectory in the Poincaré surface of section.

One obtains in this way a kind of coarse-grained pruning front, much rougher than the latter

for short grammar rules. In counterpart one gains that an allowed region is unambiguously

defined, although only a finite number of iterations of the curves Ck are needed. When looking

for closed orbits for instance, placing the n iterates of some periodic point of period n of the

mapping Eq. (4.1) in the figures gives a definite answer about the existence of an actual associated

closed orbit if either one of these iterates enters the forbidden regions, or if all of them remain

in the (white) authorized region. Of course, the longer the period, the larger the probability to

enter the unknown zone. It will therefore be necessary to be able to enlarge at will the length

of the grammar rule used, which supposes an algorithmic way (practicable on a computer) to

look for them.

Without entering into details, one can check that the following procedure allows to determine

whether a sequence of length n s = &_(„_!).. ./bo is canonical, forbidden, or unknown. The first

step consists in constructing the part <S(C") (k = 1, . . .,JV) of the pruning front corresponding

to the C" with a precision of n digits for both p and / . This amounts to map n times the curves

C" to the past and to the future. Second, consider the rectangle [p,p + (JV* - I)""1] X [0,1] in

the symbol plane associated to the code to the past ifc_(n_i)...ifco», and the n first iterates of

the S(Cl*). T h e n :

- if none of the iterates intersects the rectangle, the sequence a is (obviously) forbidden.

- if either s starts or ends with a vertex sequence, or if there is a vertex Jb such than an iterate

i ) intersects the rectangle, with 0 < j < n - vk (vk denned by Eq. (1.1)), then s is an
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unknown sequence.

- in all other cases, a is canonical.

Going on with the square billiard with angles x/3.6, we have applied this procedure up to

grammar of length 9. The corresponding fat pruning fronts are displayed in Fig. 5.

5 Limit of infinite length for the grammar rules

In Fig. 5, it is seen that the area occupied by the fat pruning front (i.e. the area of the "unknown"

region) diminishes very rapidly when the length of the grammar rules increases. However, in

the same time, the relative area of the forbidden zone is clearly increasing to one, which does

not leave much room for the fat pruning front. To claim that one can describe the set of actual

trajectories "as well as one wishes provided sufficient effort is made", the relevant quantity is

the ratio
Area(fat pruning front)

I " Area(authorized region) '

for grammar rule of length n, and its limit T00 when n goes to oo. The aim of the end of this

section is to derive a simple critérium (sufficient condition), fulfilled by most of the compact

billiards, under which T00 is indeed equal to zero.

Basically, the reason why this happen to be so is that, as soon as the number of non-forbidden

finite codes grows sufficiently fast with their length, the proportion (among the non-forbidden

ones) of unknown sequences of length n can be bounded from above for large n by some quantity

F, strictly smaller than one. Then, we have seen that, starting with the set of symbols such that

the associated code contains a vertex sequence s contiguous with or containing the present time,

the fat pruning front is constructed by removing all symbols for which s can be dressed by a

canonical sequence. Therefore, assuming some rather uniform distribution of the location, in the

i symbol plane, of the rectangles associated to canonical sequences, which is natural because of

the strong chaoticity of the system, Tn will roughly be diminished by a factor F at each increase

j of n. It remains now to get a satisfactory upper bound F.

Let Nu(n) and Ntol(n) be respectively the number of unknown and non-forbidden (i.e. un-

known + canonical) sequences of length n. The main trick in the evaluation of an upper bound

\ for the large n behaviour of Nu(n)/Ntol(n) is that it can be obtained by considering the intersec-

i tions of the iterates by the bounce mapping of curves C " and C^". Let us therefore introduce Ej

1
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the set of all intersection points of a curve C™ with some TWl* (*»*'= 1> 2, • • •, ̂ ) - Consider

moreover a point Mj of 5,, tu its [doubly infinite] code,5 and

Wn = kl--k-j*k-j+l-kn

a finite subcode of w. The code w therefore can schematically schematically be written as :

word Wn

j letters
vertex

sequence
at Jb

vertex
sequence

a t * '

If j + 1 < j < n, which for fixed n and j corresponds to

V-

\

(5.2)

values of j , Wn contains at least one letter of both vertex sequences at vertex Jb and Jb'. In that

case, Mj is on the boundary of Tl(wn), and the pieces of C™ and TW^ intersecting at Mj are

parts of the boundary of R(wn). We shall then say that M2 is a apex (of order j) of the region

Tl(wn). Roughly speaking, we shall also refer to Mj as a j-apex of the sequence Sn = Jbi - • -Jbn.

Let us then consider the set of all sequences of length n. Simple constraints on the number

of apices of a given order each sequence should have will allow us to obtain a upper bound

for Nu(n) and a lower bound for NtoL(n), and as a consequence a upper bound for their ratio.

Indeed, one may be easily convinced that, noting v the smallest among the p&'s :

(i) JVo sequence of length Sn can have more than four j-apices with

(5-3)

This is due to the fact that a region Tln associated to a code of length n has at most

four (two for each - past and future - extremities of the word) boundaries associated to

vertex sequences which are not interior to the word (the so called boundary of type (ii)

bMj being associated to trajectory which hits both vertex Jb and vertex k', on which the motion is discontinuous,

it can in fact be associated to four codes. Choosing one of them amounts to specify from which side the vettices

fc and JIE' are approached.

17
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in section 1). If all four of them are present, their four intersections may fulfil the above

condition. If one is missing, or a boundary of type (i) (associated to a vertex sequence

interior to Sn) takes place between two of them, the number of j-apices fulfilling the

Eq. (5.3) is less than four.

(ii) An unknown sequence Sn of length n contains at least two j-apices fulfilling

j + v < n . (5.4)

Indeed, if a region Tin associated to a non-forbidden code of length n is not of shape B (i.e.

if the corresponding sequence Sn is "unknown"), its boundary has to include an iterate of

a piece of curve C|n corresponding to a vertex sequence at vertex Jb interior to Sn. The two

extremities of this piece are j-apices. A necessary (not sufficient) condition for the vertex

sequence at vertex k to fit into Sn is that they both fulfil Eq. (5.4).

The end of the argument comes from the fact that for large j , c(j), the number of points in

clearly behaves as the number of non-forbidden codes of length j , i.e. :

Km
urn

= A ,

O O

where the rate of increase A is the same as the one introduced at the end of section 3 for VV-

In particular, lower bounds X1n! such as the ones obtained from the second column of table 1 for

the square billiard with angle T / 3 . 6 are available. For any such lower bound X1nJ of A one has

after some rank K (that we shall suppose equal to zero since it does not hurt) c(j + I) > Xl1Jc(J)

if / > O, and c(j + I) < X\nfc(j) if / < 0, one obtains. Thus, together with Eq. (5.2), item (i)

gives a lower bound for Nlut(n)

\ E
[e=n-(j+i)=o

(5.5)
e=o

6In case a justification is worth, notice that if, in the fust equality of Eq. (5.6), one pushes the lower bound of

the summation to 0 = 0, one obtains a lower bound of JV10, (n) instead of AT11 (n). If one admits

;"» c(j) - "

this lower bound together with the upper bound Eq. (5.5) readily leads to / = A.
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and item (ii) an upper bound for Nu(n)

gNu(n)<l-

After some short algebra, this leads to

Ntot(n)

where

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

When G(Ajnf, v) is less than 1/3, F(X11J, v) is smaller than 1, which is a sufficient condition

for the "fat pruning front" to reduce faster in size than the authorized region. For the example of

the square billiard with vertex angles TT/3.6 (U = 3), the lower bound Ajnf given by the grammar

of length 3 (see table 1) is Ainf = 3 8 0 2 ~ 2.41. The corresponding value of F(XmUv) is slightly

greater than one (F(2.41,3) ~ 1.19). It is therefore necessary to use the bound given by the

grammar of length 6 (Ainf = 3 9 1 5 ~ 2.73) which gives F(Xinf,u) ~ 0.87, thus ensuring the

convergence of the grammar.

One should not be afraid by the fact that on our example F is not very far from one. First,

it is a rather rough upper bound for Na(n)/Ntot(n), which can be easily refined if ever needed.

In particular the above item (ii) is given in its simplest version. Also, G(Xlni,t/) (and thus

F(Xm{,u)) i s a decreasing function of both Aj1J- (in the sense that OG(X11J, v)jd\m( is negative

for A;nf greater than one, which is consistent with the fact that one only needs lower bounds for

X in the derivation), and v (in the sense that G(A;nf, v + 1) - G(Ajnf, v) is negative). Since F is

already smaller than one for the billiard we consider, this will generally be the case when one

increases either the number of sides of the considered billiard, or diminishes the vertex angles

(which increases v). We presume that for most billiards, the simple grammar rules Gl and G'l ,

obtained without doing any numerical computations, will suffice to ensure the convergence of

the grammar.
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Conclusion

\

In this paper, we have investigated some properties of the "à la Morse" coding of non-tiling

polygonal compact billiards on constant negative curvature manifold. As for most bounded

Hamiltonian systems, the coding is not exact. It is possible however to construct two sets of

approximate grammar rules. Each set is obtainable for arbitrary length of the grammar (except

for computing time limitation) with a computer program. The first one consists in exclusion

rules, which specifies forbidden words. It is constructed in a simple way, analogue to what is

used usually for other systems possessing a "good" code. The second set specifies authorized

words. Its construction is less obvious, and the simplicity of the systems worked on (polygons !)

is probably necessary to obtain them, at least in the form we got. A generalization, even at

the price of some complications, for other systems for which non exact coding exists may be

worthwhile. In-between remains "unknown" words for which it is not possible to decide whether

they are allowed or forbidden. A few billiard may be excepted, their relative amount can be

reduced arbitrary by increasing the length of the grammar rules. In a plane of symbols, such as

the one introduced by Cvitanovic et al. [12], these approximate grammar rules play a role similar

to the pruning front. More precisely, for a given length of the grammar they can be pictured by

a "fattened" pruning front, which covers the original one. This fat pruning front corresponds to

a region of unknown codes, but on the other hand unambiguously separates the forbidden region

from the allowed one. (Remember the Cantor-like structure of the "exact" pruning front).

One of the main motivation for studying the coding of chaotic systems is that it is probably

a "passage obligé" in the application of the Gutzwiller Trace Formula. From this point of

view, non-tilling compact polygonal billiards of constant negative curvature certainly constitute

a good compromise between genericity and simplicity. On one hand, they share with most

Hamiltonian bounded systems the property that no exact coding exists, and that moreover the

Gutzwiller Trace Formula is a semiclassical approximation, and not an exact relation like the

Selberg Trace Formula. One can "experiment" on them the effects due to the finite size of h

as well as those due to the non exactness of the coding. On the other hand, they still remain

extremely tractable from a computational point a view. This is the case, to start with, because

of the above mentioned properties of the coding, i.e. that approximate grammar rule, which

converges to an exact description of the trajectories, can be obtained automatically thanks to a
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computer program. In addition, one keeps the property of tilling billiard associated to Fuschian

groups that, once the code associated to a closed trajectory is known, all ingredients entering

into the Gutzwiller Trace Formula (length of the orbit and linear stability) also are. Therefore,

once the code of a trajectory is known, no further calculation is needed (except for two by two

matrices multiplications) to obtain its contribution to the semklassical density of states.

Such billiards are certainly one of the best places to look at when studying the quantization

of chaotic systems. It is a natural continuation of the work presented in this paper, which we

shall turn to in a near future.
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A General shape of region associated to words to the past

For any mixed code w — *_(„_!) . . . Jb0 • k\... kp , we call :

- p+(w) the length of the alternation of letters Jb (r«—i) an^ ^-(n-i) + 1 on the left side of w.

- fi~(w) the length of the alternation of letters fc_(n_ij and fc_(n_j) — 1 on the left side of w.

(/X"(tu) = 1 if *_(n_2) ^ *_(n_i)_i, and n~(w) = 1 if *-(n_2) + * - ( n - i ) -u thus a* least one of

them is equal to one) ; and :

- n+(w) the length of the alternation of letters kp and kp + 1 on the right side of w.

- *7~(uO the length of the alternation of letters kp and kp - 1 on the right side of w.

Let us then specify to some code to past of length n Wn = Jfe_(n_j) ...jfco», and note

H - "R-(Wn) the associated region in the Poincaré surface of section, and dH its boundary.

We state that, as illustrated on Fig. 1, if 1R is non empty :

- it is a connected region, bounded on left and right by two even decreasing curves dietlTi and

d"&htn. On their top (resp. bottom), duiin and d"shlTl can either join at their extremity, or

(both) extend till the upper (resp. lower) boundary of the Poincaré surface of section Ck0 (resp.

Ck0 + O- In this latter case the parts of Cko and CA0 + 1 which bound Tl are in Tr>~^w^C^ and

- 3lcft7J and d"&uH may contain either pieces of image of curve Ck corresponding to vertex se-

quence interior to Wn, or a piece ofTn-"~^w^Cîx, , or of Tn~^+("">)1Cf, . . . However these

latter cannot be both on dlefin or both on 8"^1Tl.

To see this, one merely follows step by step the recurrence process developed in the ap-

pendix B.I of II (the initiation of the recurrence is here obviously true). Thus, supposing that

all word to the past of length less or equal to n axe associated to a region with the above

general form, the shape of a region %{wn+\) associated to a word of length n + 1, Wn+1 =

fc_(n_i)... Jfcofci« may be investigated by writing it as H(wn+i) = TR., where "R = 1Rn "R(*k{)

and Tl = 7£(lfe_(n_i).. .jfco»-

A result equivalent to the lemma 1.1 of the appendix B of II can be obtained in exactly the

same way, except that :

- (i) nothing insures that TZ is non empty.

- (ii) if dleh1l and d"shlTl are joining together in their lower (resp. upper) part above C*, (resp.
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bellow Ck1 - i ) , there is no intersection between Ti and Ct1 (resp. Ci1-I) , i-e. no ddown?j (resp.

Then, applying the bounce mapping on 72 also gives in exactly the same way that TTi = TZ(Wn+1 )

has the required general form.

In fact, the only difference concern cases for which Wn+1 ends on the left with a vertex

sequence (which implies that k0 and &i are consecutive). Then, supposing for instance Jfej —

Jb0 + 1, if Tl reaches C ^ , d"pH = Tl D C^ may map partly on CJ£, and d* = Td"pn l"l Cf£

cannot be used as 9down7i(«;n+i). However, on can easily check that since C ^ is an even

decreasing curve, the concatenation of d' with Tdright7Î also is (one should replace 9ri«ht by 9left

if Jb1 = Jb0 - 1), an can therefore be used as ôleft72(i«n+i)- This case thus also gives the wanted

general form.

The last point, i.e. that T B - " ~ ( I 0 » ) C | * ( B _ I ) and Tn-"+(<1 '»)Cj^(n_ i)+i, cannot be both on

dlehTZ or both on d™sht7l just come by realizing that this is the case for the beginning of the

recurrence (see the appendix B.2 of II), and that when adding a letter on the left a dleft is always

mapped in a ôn g h t , and vice-versa.
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TABLE

GO alone

grammar of length 3 (i.e. : only GO, Gl, and G'l)

grammar of length 6

d(W%l)

1

.984

.969

d(Wif)

0

.802

.915

d{Wlf) - d{W\{)

1

.182

.054

Table 1: Relative Hausdorff dimension d of the sets {W%,) and (WM) when increasing the length

M of the grammar rule from zero to six, for the square billiard with angles at vertex ir/3.6. The

difference d(W%f) - d(WM) may be used as a measure of how well the set of authorized codes is

defined. '
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FIGURE

Figure 1: Schematization of the possible shape that, if not of shape A and not empty, may have

a region associated to a finite code to the past. Such regions always admit a left and a right

boundary, which are even decreasing curves. In their extremities, these latter either intersect, or

reach the limit of the Poincaré section (i.e. a curve C£). If, as for the rightmost region displayed,

both extremities reaches the limit of the Poincaré section, the region has the shape A introduced

in l l .

Figure 2: Schematic construction of the intersection of the regions 1i{w) and Tl(to'). This latter

cannot be empty because H(w) joins the upper to the lower boundary of H(w), and Tl(w') the

left to the right boundary of 1Z(w). The dotted lines symbolized pieces of the boundary of 72(w>)

which are not of type (ii). See text for further explanation.

Figure 3: Blow up, for the square billiard with angles x/3.6, of the region 71(343»). This latter

has been divided in eight subregions TZ, (t = 1,2,..., 8), obtained by addition of two letters on

the left side of 343* (see text). The thin nearly vertical lines are pieces of some T4(C"), when

the thick ones are parts of some T2{C%X) or T3(C%X).

* * •
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Figure 4: Representation in the symbol plane of the pruning front and of its fattened version

corresponding to grammar rule of length 6, for the square billiard with angles at vertex T / 3 . 6 .

The dark region correspond to the forbidden zone, the shaded one to authorized zone, and the

white part to the unknown region. Because of the symmetries of the billiard, the symbol plane

is unchanged when p (i.e. the abscissa) is translated from one unity. Therefore only the range

p € [0,1] is displayed, which correspond to the entry domain of side 1.

Figure 5: Evolution of the fat pruning front when the length of the grammar goes from four to

nine, for the square billiard with angles at vertex ir/3.6. The authorized regions are in white,

the forbidden one in grey, and the unknown in dark. For sake of legibility, only the unknown

i region has been represented for grammar rules of length eight and nine. As in Fig. 4, only the

range p E [0,1], corresponding to the entry domain of side 1, is represented.
t
i
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